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ceiling light D65
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Gamain has developed and designed the Lucé LED ceiling 
light.

Lucé gives you true daylight. You will feel the benefits  

whenever you switch it on. Even your most complex, meticu-

lous work is illuminated. Every nuance of colour and detail 
is revealed.

Lucé reproduces the natural daylight, without shadow or 

dazzle, for optimal visual comfort.

Lucé has been developed by the Gamain Research and  
Development Centre. 
At its development and manufacturing facilities in the heart 
of France’s Loire Valley, Gamain produces professional lighting 

solutions that accurately mimic natural daylight. 

This know-how stemming from Mr Gamain expertise in 1922 

was passed down from one generation to the next. 

Now part of the Médipréma group, Gamain has its own Research 

and Development centre bringing together experts in the field 
of electronic, mechanical and optical design and implements a 
cutting-edge industrial manufacturing process. 
Gamain’s expertise is recognised by professionals demanding 

the very highest standards, seeking to protect their eyesight  
and benefit from flawless judgment of colours and surface 
conditions.

Lucé



Precise daylight 

Lucé reproduces daylight in accordance with illuminant D65 criteria, defined by international standard  

ISO 23603. D65 certification guarantees very high-quality, standardised working daylight.

Lighting to help you shine at work

Daylight is essential to a healthy physical and psychological balance. By reproducing natural daylight with the 

highest level of precision, the Lucé ceiling light :

 improves your concentration
 significantly reduces eye strain
 optimises well-being at work and helps boost your performance
 allows a perfect judgment of colours

The Lucé ceiling light guarantees LED daylight without any peak in the light spectrum to harm your eyes. 
The absence of this blue peak also prevents accelerated polymerisation of materials. You can thus express 

your professional expertise with confidence.

Remote control allows you to create optimal lighting conditions based on your specific requirements for each 

type of task (variation of light sources and light intensity).

Variations for every inspiration

The combination of technology and high-end materials enhances work spaces. 

Lucé has a touch of bold design thanks to its back-lit silhouette, expressing the expertise of Gamain, Made in 
the Loire Valley!
The colours and silhouette of the ceiling light can be customised, giving you the freedom to reinvent your  

work space. 
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Light sources
(Direct/indirect lighting)

Colour 
temperatures

Colour 
Rendering Ra Power supply Weight Colour

2 illuminants LED
D65 daylight LED
warm white LED

Other configurations 
available: 

     1 illuminant D65 LED 
alone

4 illuminant LED: 
D65/warm white 

2700°K/4000°K/5000°K

D65 LED: 6500°K

Warm white LED: 
2700°K

Options:
LED: 4000°K

LED: 5000°K

96

Energy use 
in W

223W

Lighting at a distance 
of 150 cm from the 

work surface

1800 lux at 100%

Variation of the 
luminous flow by 
remote control

230V - 50Hz 13kg

Silver gloss 
Red back-lit 
silhouette

Other 
colours 

available as 
options

Dimensions
(L x W x H)

121 x 47 x 8 cm
(2 fastening 

points)

Lucé
*

* the true daylight


